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The Gate Trail/Elizabeth’s Path, Montreat, NC

 

Trail overview: 

The gate trail is a two mile, out-and-back hike that parallels Flat Creek for most of that distance. As the name 
suggests, the trail is an easy, mostly flat and level dirt trail that is paved for a portion of it. There are a short 
flight of stairs and a few single steps that hikers will need to climb or bypass by traveling along Assembly Drive 
and picking up the trail farther down. (The sidewalk alongside Assembly Drive runs the length of the trail and is 
also shaded by hemlocks on private property) Much of the information contained in this guide can also be seen 
illustrated from points accessible by car on Assembly Drive.  
 

The main gravel parking lot and the trailhead are on the right side of the road immediately after the entrance 
gate to Montreat (see red star on map above). Additional paved parking can be found just across Assembly Drive 
to the left of the entrance gate. The gravel lot and start of the trail are surrounded by healthy eastern hemlock 
trees. This hike will travel through this hemlock cove habitat for most of its length and has a history of being 
chemically protected and maintained by the Town of Montreat and the Montreat Landcare Committee. As you’ll 
see, the hemlock trees along this trail are its defining feature. Take a moment along the trail to appreciate how 
different this hike would be without any hemlocks providing shade to the trail or creek. Without the proactive 
conservation efforts initiated by the town and dedicated volunteers, all the hemlocks along this trail would be 
dead or dying instead of being full of lush foliage. 

 
Montreat’s Hemlock Treatment History: 

The first chemical hemlock treatments in Montreat occurred on a private residence in 2002, but it was in 2006 
when former Montreat resident, John Johnson, hired Appalachian Arborists to treat the trees on his property 
that he was warned his neighbors should treat their trees or they would likely die. John Johnson, who was a 
member of the Landcare Committee, took heed and started spreading the word and raising money through the 
Cottagers Association and private donations to create a “Save Our Hemlocks” campaign. His successful campaign 
provided funds for 550 of the town’s hemlocks to be chemically protected in 2010-2011.  
 
This hike will pass by 150 of those trees between the entrance gate and the lake. The remaining 400 trees are 
located in the campground, along Puncheon Creek from the college to the Lookout Trailhead, and two Carolina 
hemlock groves that are featured in our Brushy Mountain self-guided hike. Additional hemlocks were treated in 
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2015, thanks in part to a $5,000 award Montreat received from the Hemlock Restoration Initiative to support 
the town’s continued hemlock conservation efforts. 
 
Cross the bridge to start the hike. Turn left on gravel road, then right to follow the blue blazes and left at next 
junction. 
 

     
 
Points of Interest: 

#1 Here are more healthy, treated hemlocks on either side of the trail. You’ll notice a transition in the forest to 
include more hardwoods and fewer hemlocks as you move away from the creek and the wetter, less disturbed 
habitat. 
 
#2 Take a right at the junction here to continue on the trail. But first, look at the small hemlock to the left of the 
trail. This tree was intentionally left untreated to help feed biological control populations and is a good spot to 
take a close look at the hemlock woolly adelgid. The hemlock woolly adelgid, or HWA, is the small insect that is 
killing our hemlock trees. If you’re hiking in late summer or early fall, you may not be able to see HWA without a 
magnifying glass, but the rest of the year, HWA looks like tiny cotton balls stuck on the twigs. The insect settles 
at the base of the needle and its feeding causes scaring inside the tree tissue that chokes the needle off. The 
needle eventually dies while new adelgid crawlers hatch out of the eggs and make their way to settle at the base 
of new needles. A large enough infestation can cause a drought-like response in entire branches and eventually 
the whole tree.  
 
This is the life cycle of the hemlock woolly adelgid. The adelgid has two generations a year, which means that it’s 
population can grow very quickly. 
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#3 On the left you’ll see a few young hemlocks growing in this shaded understory. Hemlocks are very shade 
tolerant and can bide their time in shaded environments, taking advantage of small amounts of sunlight and 
light gaps to grow. While shade itself isn’t a big stressor for hemlocks, it does compound the stress that HWA 
exerts on the tree. Research conducted by the USDA Forest Service Southern Research Station suggests that 
sunlight negatively impacts HWA resulting in lower infestation levels on sunlit trees compared to shaded trees. 

 
Next to this seedling is a large red oak tree. Although hemlocks can dominate some types of cove habitats, in 
North Carolina hemlocks typically coexist with hardwood species. Red oak tree acorns provide a critical food 
source for wildlife, especially during the winter. White oak acorns typically germinate shortly after falling off the 
tree, but red oak acorns wait until spring to germinate, meaning that birds and mammals can forage for them 
throughout the winter.  
 
#4 Take a left onto the road here, then take a right down the wooden steps. As you cross the road, take a look 
down the creek to get a good view of how hemlocks can shade a creek so effectively. Hemlocks are foundation 
species, meaning they have an outsized impact on the environments they live in. One of the key functions they 
serve in ecosystems is stabilizing streams. Research shows that hemlocks reduce storm surges in streams 
keeping water levels stable during wet seasons. They also help maintain cold stream temperatures by shading 
waterways year-round. This stability is critical for many aquatic species to thrive, especially in the winter when 
only the evergreens are shading the water and keeping the sun from raising the temperature in the warmest 
part of the day. Research on predatory fish shows that streams shaded by hemlocks have significantly more fish 
in them than streams surrounded by hardwood. 
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#5 Around this part of the trail, you’ll see a few thinning hemlocks that have not been treated. These trees were 
selected to host biological control agents that have been introduced to control the hemlock woolly adelgid. 
Thanks to a second fundraising campaign initiated by John Johnson and additional support from HRI and 
Buncombe County’s “Bringing Beetles to Buncombe” program, close to 5,000 Laricobius nigrinus beetles were 
released in Montreat between 2015 and 2018. The introduced “Lari” beetles, native to the Pacific Northwest, 
exclusively eat adelgid and need some infested trees to become established. As the surrounding trees lose their 
chemical protection, “Lari” will move to those trees and reduce the numbers of adelgid reinfesting those trees. 
Unfortunately, this beetle alone can’t eat enough adelgid to save the hemlocks, but with a few more species 
helping to eat the adelgid, they may be able to reduce HWA numbers to tolerable levels for hemlocks.  
 

                 

#6 That’s not a hemlock! Just inside the fence here is another evergreen, a fir tree. Both hemlocks and firs have 
flat needles, so they are often misidentified. A key difference you can see here is the top of the tree. Fir trees 
have a leader (the highest point of the tree) that stands straight up, while hemlocks have a leader that flops over 
like a fishing rod with a fish on the line. Hemlock needles are also arranged directly opposite of each other on 
the twig – forming a flat plane. Fir needles are arranged more haphazardly, coming off either side of the twig, 
but often at angles to each other or arranged in a whorl.  
 
#7 This cool, sheltered area is typical habitat for eastern hemlocks. Eastern hemlocks prefer to grow in wet areas 
with rich, acidic soil. They prefer stable environments that have low levels of fire disturbance and are at low risk 
of drought. In these ideal conditions, hemlocks can grow over a hundred feet tall and to be hundreds of years 
old. Large mature hemlocks are typically only found in late successional stage forests, the proverbial tortoise in a 
race to colonize disturbed forests. 
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#8 Since hemlocks typically grow in riparian areas around rivers and creeks, when they fall, they often fall into 
those streams. While some woody debris can be beneficial in streams, when several hemlocks die and fall all at 
once, they can create log jams that lead to flooding hazards and can make river recreation dangerous or 
impossible. 
 
To continue on the trail, stay straight at tennis courts and continue through Robert Lake Park. 
 
#9 Across the creek from the boardwalk is a big dead hemlock tree. While the widespread mortality caused by 
HWA is a tragedy, due to the loss of the ecosystem services and impacts to wildlife, a dead snag like this one can 
be a natural and important part of an ecosystem. Birds like woodpeckers feed on the insects eating the dead 
wood and may find shelter in holes in the tree. Reishi mushrooms are only found growing on dead hemlock 
trees, so the natural death of hemlock trees is crucial to their survival. 
 
To continue on the final stretch of trail, turn left at the end of the boardwalk, left again down the road, and right 
onto the paved path. 
 
#10 After a short walk through the hemlocks along the paved path, the trail ends at the nature center, where 
you can pick up a trail map describing all of Montreat’s many hiking options and ask the town’s ranger about 
other aspects of Montreat’s protected wilderness and conservation. 
 
#11 Bonus stop: As you return back to the entrance gate, a short detour to the Montreat post office will reveal 
the kiosk that was designed by a Montreat College Environmental Interpretation class to explain the town’s 
integrated pest management approach to controlling HWA. Every year, Montreat College students continue to 
participate in the town’s hemlock conservation efforts by helping HRI and the Montreat Landcare Committee to 
monitor the town’s trees for the presence of Lari beetles, as well as overall hemlock health.  
 

                          

The three hemlocks to the left of the post office along the fence are actually Carolina hemlocks. While these 
trees were likely planted here, Carolina hemlocks typically grow in dry, rocky bluffs as opposed to eastern 
hemlocks which prefer wet cove habitats. To distinguish between them, look at the needle arrangement and the 
size of the cones, if available. Carolina hemlocks have needles arranged in a whorl around the branch, similar to 
a bottle brush, instead of in a flat plane opposite of each other like eastern hemlocks do. Carolina hemlock cones 
and seeds are twice as large as eastern hemlock cones, making them easily comparable. 
 

                              


